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Introducing LISA KELLY, Reiki Master Teacher
Lisa Kelly is a highly experienced Reiki Master, a qualified teacher &
trainer. Lisa’s interest in natural therapies started to develop in 1996 when
she returned from her 1 st year teaching in New Orleans, USA. A few rounds
of strong anti-biotics compromised her health, which led Lisa down the path
of alternative medicine.
Originally from Northern Ireland, Lisa completed her Reiki 1 and 2 courses
there in 2004 and her Reiki Master level in 2009. Lisa has completed
diplomas and is experienced in Reflexology, Swedish Massage, Bach
Flower Remedies and Indian Head Massage. She describes her experience of Reiki as follows:
“I read a book in my early twenties called The Celestine Prophecy which introduced me to the
concept of energy exchange. That curiosity then led me to Reiki. The short-term effects included
past life flash backs, nightmares, visions, and my psychic channels opened. The longer -term effects
of Reiki kept my bouts of depression at bay, made me more resilient and perceptive of energy and
my empathy grew into clairsentience. Coincidences came thick and fast, I shifted into higher gear,
the switching on of the light called consciousness. Reiki has been a lasting and tangible tool that I
could use in my daily life, even when I was busy having kids and being a working mum. Life flows
better when I use it regularly and I find it has many uses. It is like a lifelong friend, always there
when you need it. I love it and I want everyone to know about it and experience it.”
Lisa has been living in Melbourne for 17 years and moved to Sunbury just over two years ago with
her partner Daniel and two young kids.
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All healing is first a healing of the heart. – Carl
Townsend

An Introduction to Reiki 2nd Degree








This is the next giant step towards understanding and being fully attuned to Reiki 2.
This is the practitioner level; giving you the confidence to share Reiki with anyone anywhere
You can charge a rate for your service now once you have enough experience under your belt.
You can reach out and send this healing energy to anyone in the world at any time.
Students should have received the 1st degree attunements and the knowledge required to skilfully
work with Reiki 1.
Unlike 1st degree, you will have experience and a level of intuitive understanding towards the
unlimited power of Reiki.
It is recommended to take time after the 1st degree course to assimilate and incorporate the
teachings of Dr Usui into your practice and daily life
Main criteria is that you personally feel ready and drawn to go forward with Reiki and you are
doing it for the right reasons

Understanding the 2nd degree




Reiki is an external energy that we can all access to heal and relax the physical spiritual and
mental bodies
We can use Reiki to improve our lives and the lives of others
Working with it will help you understand how it works. Leave your doubts and fears aside.

Reiki is:
Omnipresent – present everywhere at the
same time
Omnipotent – absolute and infinite power
Omniscient – infinite wisdom and knowledge
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A Quantum Leap
The universal life force connects everything together in the
universe. Just like droplets in an ocean, we are unconsciously
connected to and communicating with every other droplet in the
ocean. We are all connected at an unconscious level
Similarly. every cell in the body has its own individual posi tion
of responsibility. Each cell in the body is also unequivocally
connected to and unconsciously communicating with all the
other 50 trillion cells in the body.
Quantum teachers such as Deepak Chopra in his book called
‘Quantum Healing” teaches us everything is connected, and each
particle has an innate intelligence. He explains how particles
which are separated by immense distances of time and space
know what one another are doing. When an electron jumps into a new orbit on the outside of an
atom, the anti electron or positron paired with it, must react no matter where it lives in the
universe.
In another example, scientists studying a rare monkey species in Japan, noticed one day a
particular monkey had begun dipping his sweet potatoes into salt water before eating them,
Shortly afterwards, they found all the monkeys in the colony were also dipping their potatoes in
the salt water. The scientists assumed the monkeys were just copying each other, until they
discovered that monkeys in other parts of the world had also started dipping their potatoes into
salt water. The monkeys were communicating to an unknown intelligence across time and space.
The scientists labelled this intelligent communication morphic resonance.
Another study found when giraffes began causing serious damage to trees by eating more of the
tree than normal, the trees responded by increasing the amount of tannin in their leaves. This
defensive action made the leaves too bitter for the giraffes to eat. Scientists discover ed the trees
were communicating with gases and energy with intelligence. Likewise Reiki is also an energy
with intelligence.

A reminder of the 5 Principles of Reiki
The Ethical Principles of Reiki, as presented by Dr. Usui :Just for today. do not worry
Just for today. do not anger
Honour your parents. teachers and elders
Earn your living honestly Show gratitude to everything
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Do Not Worry. When you worry you are acknowledging your separateness from all of creation.
If you move with "the flow" of life, you are in tune with your Higher-Self, and you will have lived
each day to the best of your ability. There is no need to interfere with the Universal Plan.

Do Not Anger. Anger is born out of a desire to control, because you feel you are out of control.
You allow yourself to be affected by desires and expectations, rather than needs and excitement,
and you suffer the grief, guilt and greed accordingly. You need to transmute this energy and deal
with it positively. Remember, life is your mirror. Anything outside of yourself is a reflection of
who you are inside.

Honour your parents, teachers and elders. Know that you all are from the same source
To express love (all-encompassing love) in all you do is to have respect for yourself and the
sacredness of all of creation.

Earn your living honestly. Your thoughts, words and actions should align with the greatest of
integrity and honesty. LOVE IS ALL THERE IS. All of life is an expression, in some way or
another, of love, So as you follow your excitement, you bring harmony, joy , peace and
abundance into all areas of your life and those around you.

Show gratitude to everything You live in a world of abundance. There is more than enough for
everyone's needs (but not everyone’s greed.) Giving thanks for everything in your life is acknowledging the Law
of Abundance. Know too that you are WORTHY of such abundance. It is your birth right.

The Three Pillars of Reiki
Reiki is sentient Source energy that is available to all beings. Reiki is one of the vibrations of universal life-force
energy that helps to remind the cells and etheric, energetic and emotional aspects of the body/mind/spirit how to
create and maintain balance, as well as function at optimal levels. Dr Usui focused on 3 essential components for
his Reiki System, Gassho, Rieji Ho and Chiryo. Before beginning a treatment, Dr Usui taught his students how to
centre themselves, call in the Reiki energy and how to give a treatment. These are the 3 pillars of Reiki. In a way,
Reiki Practitioners are guides. Reiki has its roots in Shamanism. The Three Pillars of Reiki help Reiki practitioners
learn to read body energies, as well as create a respectful pattern of Shamanic communication. The Three Pillars
of Reiki may sound simple, but they are deeply sacred and as such, set the tone for the Reiki session.
1. Gassho – The First Pillar of Reiki teaches us a respectful way to knock on the doors of the recipient and the
universe. I use this Pillar in three main ways:
 To ask that a Reiki Channel be opened, brings your palms together in front of your chest, close
your eyes and focus attention on the tops of your two middle fingers. Send your awareness to the
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Source and ask for a supportive energy channel to be opened
between the Source, you and the Reiki recipient. Repeat the 5
Reiki Principles if you are using this as a meditation technique.
You can also ask that any Spirit Guides or beneficial energies
join the session.
Ask the recipient’s energy field for permission to work with it
and silently name the person and situation in question.
Wait for the sense that the channel is open and that the recipient’s
energy is ready to interact with Source energy. Clear your mind
and relax to let the energy flow.
Rieji Ho - Ask for the switching on of Reiki, then ask for the energy to be used by the
recipient by saying ‘for the Highest good of ….’. Reiki knows where it needs to go for the
perfect healing. Finally hold your hands in front of your third eye and ask that your hands be
guided to where the energy if needed, You can also ask for your Reiki spirit guides to come
in and help at this point. Remember you can say it in your head rather than out loud.

Chiryo – meaning ‘treatment’. This can be performed on a chair, bed, couch.
1. The practitioner holds their dominant hand above the client’s crown chakra and wait for an impulse or
intuition to speak before moving the hands.
2. During the whole treatment, the practitioner lets their intuition guide their hands. You can share Reiki in
silence or ask if the recipient would like to hear the communications from the body and from Source and
Spirit Guides.
3. As you breathe in oxygen, you breathe in Reiki energy which nourishes mind body spirit.
These three steps put the practitioner into a centred space to connect with the Universal energy and accept that
the energy does the healing not the practitioner. When starting treatment, leave your ego at the door, give in to
the energy and let the Reiki do its work.
Byosen Scanning (Byosen scanning video (17 mins)
Allowing the hands to be directed by the body’s energy and by Source energy is called Byosen Scanning (body
energy scanning). It is used to detect disturbances in the body’s energy. The attention needed can be because of
an energetic block in the etheric or emotional field, or a block that has created a dis-ease in the body.
By holding space, Reiki practitioners have the opportunity to speak to the body, including the organs, muscles,
systems, energy fields and other aspects of each unique being. By sharing what you are reading in the scanning
you have the opportunity to teach the Reiki recipient to speak to his own body/mind/spirit on deeper levels.
For example, if someone comes in with shoulder pain, as Reiki is flowing into the person’s being and as the sacred
communication with Source is occurring, you communicate in words and tones to the affected area. You may ask
the shoulder if there has been too much responsibility in life, for example. Perhaps there has been too much
structure, resulting in a feeling of being restricted or hampered. Perhaps there hasn’t been enough support.
As each aspect is explored, the body continues to send its Byoki or body energy, up into the auric field to be read
and responded to.
When energy seems “stuck” or otherwise unwilling to move, you can add vocal tones (a Karuna® Reiki technique)
a bell, gongs, or tuning forks to the session to help convey the clearest possible messages of calm, order, relaxation
and homeostasis.
Ultimately, the body itself decides how and when it will heal. As a Reiki practitioner, you can facilitate the process
of guiding and reminding the client how to communicate with the wondrous being called the self.
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Dr Usui taught a Gassho meditation and this was practiced at the beginning of every Reiki workshop and
meetings. Dr Usui instructed his students to do this meditation every night for 15 to 20 minutes. We recommend
you try it for a while and record your experiences to see if there are any benefits after a month. Many find this
meditation to help them live a life with more clarity and focus, enabling them to be more relaxed, centred and
productive in their daily loves. Take time out from 5 to 20 mins a day. The Gassho meditation is very simple and
anyone can do it alone or in a group.
Dr Usui’s Daily Meditation:
1. Sit down, close your eyes, hands in Gassho position
2. Focus attention on the tips of the two middle fingers
3. Let go of everything ese, acknowledge thoughts if they come and let them go, refocusing on the tops of
the middle fingers
4. Repeat the 5 Reiki Principles either aloud or internally

Dr Usui’s Breathing Technique:
The breath is the bridge between the body and consciousness. Dr Usui taught a breathing technique called
Joshin Kokyuu - Ho (meaning ‘breathing to cleanse the spirit’). Energy flows into us from the cosmos and back
again to the cosmos.
1. Sit, relax but keep spine straight.
2. Inhale through nose. Imagine drawing Reiki energy through your crown chakra.
3. Draw this breath down into the centre of the body (the Tanden – seat of vitality).
4. Hold this breath for a few seconds. Breathe out through mouth, fingertips, toes, hands and feet.
5. Imagine the loving energy pulsing from the body centre to the entire body.
6. Place the tongue on the roof of the mouth touching the front teeth when inhaling and dropping again to
the bottom of the mouth when exhaling.
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NAMASTE
(I bend to you)
The gesture (mudra) of Namaste is a simple act made of bringing together palms of
the hands before the heart and lightly bowing the head. It is a humble greeting from
the heart and reciprocated accordingly. Namaste is the rejection of ‘I ‘or egotism.
Ma means death of the spirit and when negated in NA-MA, it signifies immortality.

The whole action of Namaste unfolds itself at 3 levels:
Mental – total surrender of the self – a transaction can only be between equals
Physical – Fingers on left hand represent the 5 senses of karma. Fingers on the right hand
represent the 5 organs of knowledge. Our actions are in harmony with our mind and knowledge
prompting us to think and act correctly.
Verbal – the gesture of Namaste is always followed by the verbal utterance of the word
‘Namaste’. You will speak your truth clearly and truthfully from the higher self where there is no
ego.

Namaste intimates ‘The God in me greets the God in you. The Spirit in me meets the same
Spirit in you’.
It is said that the hands in this gesture are put together like a knife so that
people may cut through all the differences and find shared ground that is
common to all people of all cultures.
Unlike a handshake, Namaste can greet many people at one time and it is a
great equalizer like a hand wave.
The gesture of Namaste is a yoga move in itself and in essence equivalent
to meditation, the language of our spirit in conversation with God.
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The 2nd Degree Attunement
The 2nd degree brings new possibilities for the practitioner who now can use Reiki symbols.
The symbols are the keys that give the practitioner access to the full potential of the universal life force.
This level will teach you 3 new skills:
1. An increase of universal life force for self-healing or to heal others as a qualified practitioner.
2. Shorter Reiki treatments (15 mins instead of 60 mins, as download of Reiki is 4x times faster than Reiki 1)
3. Distant healing across time and space using 3 traditional Reiki symbols, connecting to others through time and
space.
What to expect:
 You can apply and develop the symbols in many more ways
 Post attunement, your personal vibratory level will feel heightened x 4 times compared to Reiki 1 and your
psychic ability may feel heightened by 80 to 100%.
 You will go through a 21-day detox process as the mind body and spirit finds its equilibrium
The 1st Degree attunement focused on raising energy levels in the Physical Body
The 2nd Degree attunement works more directly on the Etheric Body and Intuition/Feeling Centre.

Self Treatment following the attunement
Following your attunement, there will be an increase in the size of each chakra energy centre, especially the
lower three. Changes will occur on all levels.
Regular self-treatments are essential to both accelerate and facilitate the changes you will undergo.
Remember, it may take up to three days before you begin to notice the increase in the new vibrations and
intuition will play a greater part in your life along with a greater sense of wellbeing, peace, joy, balance and
harmony following.
Like First Degree, you follow the basic twelve hand positions (and other areas if you like), except that now you
hold each of the positions for two minutes instead of five.
During the 21 Day Cleanse include all of the Reiki symbols
This also begins your training into intuitively listening to what you need
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The 21 Day Cleanse


The Second Degree, like the First, will amplify and loosen up more unresolved negative energies within you.
The Old must align with the New, therefore, the old stored-up emotions and memories need to be released in
order to enable further growth to take place.



So once again, be aware of strange feelings, emotional changes, changes to old sabotaging mechanisms, and
physical changes as you detoxify further. Some of these changes may be uncomfortable. Less resistance
means you will adjust more quickly to them.



Let go of ALL those "things" that are no longer important in your life.



Eat healthy food, avoid alcohol or other drugs



Drink plenty of water, rest and get plenty of sleep.



Take plenty of hot baths - use Epsom salts or essential oils (frankincense lavender, juniper berry)



Spend more time relaxing alone with music, candles, essential oils



Clear, centre and protect your energy as taught in Reiki level 1
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The SACRED REIKI Symbols
Reiki 2 attunes you to three symbols. Reiki 3 /Master level attunes you to the
fourth traditional sacred Master symbol. Once attuned, you are linked at a
conscious and sub conscious level to those symbols for life. Reiki will flow
even if not consciously initiated. They strengthen with more practice.
The symbols are special, unique and an important part of the Reiki that connects
you more effectively to the energy. They are like transformers, boosting the
existing energy to a higher level.
Without the attunement, the symbols will not work, they are useless. Dr
Usui found the symbols in the Sanskrit sutras. He realised that the healing
effect was much more profound and consistent when he tuned into these
symbols much like you would tune into a radio station.
The symbols are transcendental by nature and make it easier to connect to the Reiki energy. They bridge the gap
between the recipient and the healer and connect them to the higher consciousness (the Rei).
The symbols can be used for Self-healing to dissolve destructive patterns and increase intuition while raising
awareness and peace of mind to a higher level.
When you draw or mentally imagine the symbols, do so with a clear and positive intention in your mind.
You can mentally draw the symbols from your 3rd eye and transfer them to the recipient’s body or physically
draw the symbols on your hands or on the recipient’s body.
The sacred names of the symbols should not be uttered in front of unattuned persons.
Intuitively use the symbols




Before, during or after a healing OR
on all 12 hand positions, OR
on individual positions only

Symbols have a consciousness of their own, they come from the Source. They know how to do their work and
they work together in balance, to energise each other.
NEVER USE REIKI TO MANIPULATE OTHERS. MISUSE IS ONE WAY OF LOSING THE GIFT.
The symbols have unique purposes and are all activated by the first symbol, the Power Symbol. Without this
symbol none of the other symbols, including Master-level symbols, will be effective.
The symbols themselves are not secret but they are sacred. Honour them with your respect and
commitment. for the purposes of healing.
The symbols given to you by the Reiki Master create an imprint that links the symbol and student
to the energies that the symbol represents. Therefore, it is important that the student uses the symbols
as given.
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The Akasha
The drawing of symbols, or indeed the making of any gesture leaves an imprint on the 'Akasha'.
This is a subtle energy field which interpenetrates all living and non-living things. Many would be familiar
with the expression, "you can cut the atmosphere with a knife!" This is when negative energy is being released by
individuals which sticks to the 'Akasha'. The stronger the emotion the more indelibly the 'Akasha' is recorded upon.
We feel such energy projected less subtly when a person is hostile. It is by reading the 'Akashic Records' that many
sensitive and experienced Clairvoyants gain valuable insight into past, present and future events. The truth is that
this is a normal human function which, if trusted, provides us with a valuable tool.
In similar fashion the Tibetan Holy Men realised that they could confer powerful healing energy by making signs
or symbols in the 'Akasha' which produce Low Frequency waves. These waves can be detected by the Auras of the
persons that the energy is directed to. The Auras (subtle bodies) react before the Physical body and respond by
initiating a corresponding self- healing process. It is in this manner that the healing of those problems occurs.

The ‘Mudhra’
The Reiki symbols are drawn in the air using the fore and middle finger of the dominant hand. The
thumb little finger and ring finger should also be joined to create an energy circuit. Jesus the Christ
and Holy men today use this technique to invoke symbols or blessings (fig.14). This is because the
hand's position creates a 'Mudhra', well known in Yoga and Eastern Spiritual practices. It is in this way
that greater Reiki energy is projected.

Figure 14. Early Greek
line print showing
Jesus blessing with a
'Mudhra'.

The symbols should be visualised by the Reiki practitioner in violet light. Sometimes it will not be
possible to openly draw the symbols, in which case the symbols can be visualised. It is important to
invoke the symbols with intent three times, (the number of manifestation) the third time should be with
full Will and Intent.
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Different ways to activate the Symbols
1. You can visualise a white version of the symbol projecting from your 3rd eye onto the back
of your hands as you rest them on the client.
2. You can visualise the symbols on the palms of your hands before placing hands on client
3. You can draw the symbols on the roof of your mouth with your tongue, then project it onto
the back of your hands or on the palms of your hands as they rest on client.
4. Draw the symbol onto the palms of your hands using the Mudhra before placing them on the
client
5. Draw the symbol in the air with your index finger in the direction you wish the Reiki to go.
6. Draw the symbols on paper along with a problem or pictures of the people you are sending
healing to. Say the symbol words and hold the paper between palms for a few minutes. Use
the ‘Distance’ symbol always for this method.
7. Draw the symbols on the back of a picture or a name of the person (s) you are sending healing
to, say the symbols, hold the paper/photo and then place a quartz crystal on top and reactivate
the symbols from time to time. Place on the alter. Use the ‘Distance’ symbol always for this
method.
8. Visualise thousands of the symbols penetrating every cell in your client’s body. This is great
for physical symptoms and disease.
N.B. The symbols will not work without the sacred names being silently intoned three times.

Other ways to use the symbols:


Sew into clothes



Write under a stamp of a letter



Draw under a sticker on a gift



Used in food, drink, plants, animals etc



Used to help your career



Used on airlines, trains, pilots, drivers



Drawn invisibly under a door mat, under wallpapers, in cupboards, behind pictures, on front door

You are only limited by your imagination
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THE 1st POWER SYMBOL – Cho Ku Rei
‘The light switch’ which turns on energy and activates all other symbols

CHO – To cut
KU - Penetrating
REI – Universal
The Power symbol is always referred to as the 'First Symbol ' or 'Power Symbol', Get used to
using these as the sacred name of the symbol which should not be used in conversation where
non-attuned persons may overhear, The Power symbol is the only symbol that can be used
independently of the other symbols as it works on the principles of radionics where lines or
objects create a force by their being. The 'power' in the Power symbol is therefore between the
lines , not the lines themselves, The Power symbol needs to be invoked three times for best results,

A basic rule is that all movement in Reiki takes place anti-clockwise.

It is important that the spiral ends at the central line. Any Martial artist, or person who deals
with personal energy will know that if you extend beyond a centre line then imbalance will
occur.

The sacred name of the symbol is 'CHO-KU-REI' (pronounced Cho-Koo-Ray). The meaning
of this is to 'set-right'. It also means, 'The Key to unlock the Power within', or 'The Light
Switch',
14

The main purpose of the Power symbol is to increase the power of the Reiki given during the attunement
process used in Reiki I. Further uses are as follows:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Turns on the 2nd degree Reiki energy
Activates all other symbols
Protects you on all levels
Will bring about whatever is needed in a situation
Clearance of negative energy.
Brings balance into your life
Seals in Reiki energy for the recipient

Empowerment To balance all the Chakras the Power symbol is drawn large in front of the body with the final
point ending in front of the heart. Visualise in violet and invoke three times.

Clearance of negative energy The Power symbol can be used to disperse any negative energy in a room or area.
When entering a room, the practitioner will either draw, or visualise the symbol in the room. Sometimes it is
necessary to physically draw the symbol on all the walls to disperse a deep-set negativity.

Sealing The Power symbol should be drawn over the person to be healed and affirmed three times by tapping the
drawn, or visualised, symbol at the beginning and end of each treatment when the practitioner places their hands
on the Crown and Base Chakras. The seal is used firstly to stop any leakages of energy during the treatment.

Protection The Power symbol works on all levels and is useful for the protection of people, animals or objects.
When placed, the Power symbol protects the subject from physical harm, verbal attack, emotional confrontations,
and attacks of a psychic nature. Examples of protection in everyday life would be;



For safe travel



For cars parked in unsafe areas



On the front door when you go away for longer periods.



On an animal if you have to leave them.



On yourself to ward off negative influences.
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THE 2ND MENTAL / EMOTIONAL SYMBOL – Sei Hei Ki
(Used for mental / emotional healing, balancing left and right brain)

SEI – Birth
Hei - Balance
Ki – Energy
This symbol is referred to as the Second symbol or the Mental/Emotional symbol. As it implies, the symbol is
used for all healing which involves mental or emotional issues. The symbol balances both hemispheres of the
brain bringing calmness and clarity and relieving shock.
The sacred word for the Mental/Emotional symbol is 'SEI-HEI-KI', (pronounced Say- Hay- Key). Its meaning is
'Dragon Power'. All areas of emotional or mental imbalance can be effectively dealt with using this symbol. This
would include nervousness, anger, or sadness. It can be used to balance temporary or longer-term conditions.
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The major uses of this symbol are:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Relieving conditions that have a Mental or Emotional basis.
Countering addictions.
Improvement of memory, and Emergency Remembrance.
Enhancing affirmations.
Creating harmony in relationships.

Reiki Sandwich

The Reiki sandwich is when the 2nd symbol is used in between the 1st symbol. In other words, CHO – SEI –
CHO refers to invoking the Power symbol first x 3 times, invoking the Mental/Emotional symbol x 3 times, then
repeating the Power symbol again x 3. The Reiki sandwich is used as follows:










Long standing issues,
Diseases such as anorexia and bulimia, cancer, leukaemia, Aids.
To clear blockages
Relieve conditions that have a Mental or Emotional basis such as anxiety, stress, depression or self-doubt
Countering addictions.
Improvement of memory and Emergency Remembrance (When you find something you do not
understand or you have a question, write it down on a piece of paper and draw the symbols (Reiki
sandwich) on the top. Your answer will come to you intuitively)
Enhancing Affirmations to gently reprogram the brain
Improved communication and harmony in relationships.

Th Full Reiki Sandwich is preceded by the Distance symbol and covered by the Power symbol. In other words,
CHO – SEI – CHO – HON – CHO for Reiki sessions from afar or when dealing with issues from a client’s past.
The Full Reiki Sandwich
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The Mental/Emotional Cleanse Technique
There will be occasions when the Practitioner experiences problems of an extreme nature within an individual,
usually emotional, that do not seem to respond to the healing power of Reiki II techniques as previously taught.
Sometimes these deeper issues are based in Past Lives or are so deeply buried in the person's subconscious that
will and intent alone cannot shift them. These extreme difficulties may benefit from a Reiki cleanse technique.
1. Begin by drawing a Power symbol over the client in violet light and manifesting it three times, allowing
the energy to rise within you then visualise a flush of the body with white light.
2. The person needing the healing must be certain that they wish to rid themselves of the problem
3. The Practitioner asks the client to verbalise the problem as they experience it and state that they wish to
be relieved of the malady.
4. The client gets into a relaxed and comfortable position
5. After invoking the Reiki Sandwich, the practitioner sits on a chair with their left hand under the client's
neck, covering the cerebral cortex.
6. Their right hand is placed on the client's Crown Chakra with the fingers touching the Third Eye.
7. Leave hands in thi position for 20 minutes. Very gentle music can be played throughout the process.
8. During this time, use your Will and Intent to see the client's issue rising out of their emotional centre, the
Solar Plexus. Place it in a black draw-string bag and send it towards the light with love.
9. Cleanse the room and the aura thoroughly after the treatment
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THE 3RD DISTANCE SYMBOL – Hon Sha Ze Sho Nen
(Gives ability to channel Reiki across space and time, past present and future)

LIKE ALL SYMBOLS, the Power symbol is used first to activate the Hon-Sha-Ze-Sho-Nen.

The Distant Symbol is based on Kanji in the Shingon Buddhist Japanese script. All Kanji are descriptions of the
words as opposed to being a direct translation. The script below is a direct copy, by a Japanese calligraphy
Master, of the one drawn by Usui himself (Fig.15).
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Figure 15.

When co-joined the whole symbol brings the further meaning of Wholeness or Holiness; Completion;
Enlightenment. So, the Symbol would mean something like, 'May the root cause, or origin of this person's
problem find the correct and just solution.
Uses of the Distance symbol
1. For deep seated diseases and long-standing problems
2. This symbol gives the practitioner the ability to channel Reiki across space, distance and time.
3. Reiki can be sent to a person across a room or in another part of the world.
4. Can be used on groups, large organisations, towns, cities or countries, world leaders, world peace.
5. Used to assist disaster crisis situations
6. Works on karmic past life issues
7. Works on children while they sleep or rest
8. Works on patients who cannot be touched such as burns patients or highly infectious disease situations.
9. Heals the inner child
10. It allows the practitioner to bridge time from the present to the past or future. Reiki can be sent back to
heal a childhood problems or a past life. Future situations can be greatly improved by sending Reiki in
advance. Time has no relevance when this symbol is used.
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Distant or Absent Reiki Healing Method




The 3 symbols are required to unlock the doors to distance healing.
It is important to study and master the symbols first by drawing them and visualising them until you know
them off by heart. It takes practice.
You can perform a distant healing anytime, anywhere in any situation even when there are distractions
around. Send energy to the person, place or event.

Method:
1. Choose the distant healing method you wish to use.
Ground yourself and connect to Reiki.
2. Remove the ego, feel the flow before you send the Reiki.
3. Use intuition to feel how long. An average session lasts 15 mins.
4. End the session with a positive envisioning of the person place event or situation you focus on.
5. Release the outcome to the wisdom of Reiki.
6. Disconnect (wash your hands if possible) from the recipient and ground yourself.

Techniques for Distant Reiki Healing
a. Visualisation this is the simplest form of distant healing for it requires nothing other than imagination
and a focus person/living thing to be healed. First draw all three symbols on the hand and empower them
as taught. Then visualise the person to be healed and project the energy to them. The visualisation is
strengthened by 'beaming' the energy towards the direction that you perceive them to be. Where thought
goes, energy flows! Imagine that person happy and well and living life to their fullest potential. Continue
the process until the energy reduces, which will normally be between 5-10 minutes. A good application
of Distant Visualisation would be sending healing whilst speaking to a person on the phone. You can
also imagine a mini version of the person in the palm of your hand and you can project the symbols to
the palms using the third eye. Always imagine the person healed at the end of visualization techniques
and wash your hands under cold running water when finished treatments.

b. Paper This technique increases the energy available due to the fact that the practitioner adds a further
focus to the healing. Simply write the client's name on a piece of paper, draw all three symbols in
reverse order, together with their sacred names. Tap the symbols three times to manifest the energy.
Hold the piece of paper between the hands and direct the energy towards where you perceive the client
to be. Usually the paper will warm up dramatically.
r

c. Photograph This technique is the traditional distant Reiki healing method and even more powerful due
to the fact that the practitioner now adds a visual focus and intent to the initial focus and visualisation.
Always try to obtain a photograph that the person does not require returning as you may wish to add it
into a 'Healing Book'. The photograph need not be recent but should be of the person to be healed, alone
and looking into the camera. Positive photos, showing the person enjoying themselves work very well.
Draw or visualise the three Symbols in this order, Cho-Hon-Sei-Cho, either on the reverse of the photo
or when looking at the picture, tapping the photo with the pen three times for manifestation. Write the
names of the symbols underneath. Say the person’s name 3 times. Take the photo between the hands and
allow the Reiki to flow for 5 mins. It may feel warm which usually is an indication of the energy
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working. Visualize the person healed. Repeat this process once a day for four consecutive days. Another
technique which I favour is to 'beam' the energy directly to the person's eyes with the photo in front of
you. If possible, call the person in advance, ask their permission and arrange a time for the healing. They
can meditate at this time while receiving the healing wherever they are. You can also create a photo
board to attach photos and names to and you can beam Reiki energy to these photos daily.

d. Crystal Grid Healing This technique requires a cleansed and charged crystal with Reiki energy to be
placed on a name or photo or set in a pattern with a specific intention. Crystals are used to enhance the
energy sent at a distance. Energise the crystal with positive Reiki energy by placing in your nondominant hand and draw the Reiki symbols in reverse order over the crystal tapping it three times for
manifestation after every symbol. This 'programs' the crystal with it's task. Take the photo, place the
crystal on it and direct Reiki Distant Healing as before. The implementation of the crystal refines and
empowers the energy. After directing the energy for the appropriate time place the photo in a safe place
and lay the crystal upon it. Recharge the crystal every 48 hrs by drawing the symbols above it for
continued use. Make sure to reprogram the crystal before using it again.

e. The surrogate method This technique requires a medium to large size teddy bear,
toy, doll or similar toy animal. Something that has a head, two arms and two legs.
Lay the teddy on it's back and draw all three Reiki symbols over the bear, tapping
them three times for manifestation. State your intent for the bear is to be a 'proxy'
for the person to be healed. When this has been done, continue by providing the
bear with a full Reiki treatment. The Teddy Bear technique is very powerful.

f.

Group Healing. A massive amount of Reiki Healing can be generated by a group of Reiki II
Practitioners. All the Practitioners taking part need to empower themselves with all three symbols as
normal. There are two distinct techniques. The practitioners assemble in a circle. The client or the
healing book or list, or a photo of the person to be healed is placed in the centre of the circle and the
names read aloud. All practitioners then beam their energy to the target of the healing. This technique
can be further boosted when the practitioners assemble in an anticlockwise spiral, similar to that of the
power symbol. The person requesting the healing is the focaliser and sits at the end of the spiral.

g. The thigh and knee
method
Imagine a mini size person lying
on top of your knees – the one on
the right is frontal facing and the
one on the left is back facing.
Draw the symbols and intone the
words 3 ties on the head, body
and legs on each leg. Do this for
15 mins. Rub your hands from
thigh to knee to cleanse the aura
when competing the treatment. Wash hands ground
yourself and give thanks for the energy.
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Past Life issues and Healing.
Quantum science states that time does not exist as we know it and that Past, Present and Future are all
happening at the same time. Time is only our perception. Our emotions can change our concept of time. e.g.
15 mins on a jet-ski or a roller-coaster seems shorter than 15 mins trapped in a lift or undergoing a root-canal.
Clairvoyants place their attention into the perception of the future, then bring that emotion back and present it to
the sitter in the Now.
Healing, as with time, happens in the 'Now', therefore the energy can be employed to send Reiki to the past or
future. To send energy to a Past issue, such as abuse or a traumatic incident that continues to have an effect on
the present, the Practitioner must first be aware of the nature of the incident and the time of its occurrence. The
healing is then projected to that time in the same manner as the Visualisation Distant Healing process. Usually
the Practitioner becomes aware of other issues pertaining to the incident on a psychic level during this time. The
client or target for this type of healing does not necessarily have to be present during this process, but it can help,
especially if the effects of the past incident are continuing to produce ill effects and they will experience a deeper
understanding of the issue.
Projecting healing to future events or times.
To send Reiki to the future, e.g. to assist in a future job interview, or a hospital appointment then, once again, an
accurate idea of the future date, time and place is needed. Add to this the will and intent of the Practitioner to
produce the healing necessary. Once the details are known, the energy is directed in the same way as sending
the energy to the past. The experience of persons using these techniques is that as the intended appointment
comes into realisation, the person for whom the energy is intended, feels a 'wash' of energy giving strength,
clarity and confidence. On a mundane level Reiki can be used in this way to secure car-parking spaces before the
practitioner gets there.

Empowering goals (https://www.jackcanfield.com/blog/practice-daily-affirmations/)
Daily affirmations are to the mind what exercise is to the body. Repeating affirmations helps to reprogram the
unconscious mind for success and eliminating negative and limiting beliefs. It helps to replace your “I
cant’s” with “I cans,” and your fears and doubts with confidence and certainty.
Goals make the difference between success and failure in life. Reiki can empower your goals, dreams and
desires. The clearer and more heart felt the intention, the more effective the Reiki energy flow will be.
When writing a goal, be specific, positive and include all the facts, dates, names etc.
Write the goal/affirmation on a piece of paper, draw and intone your Reiki symbols on it and carry the piece of
paper on your person. Intone the symbols and read it aloud daily. It helps to make an action plan with the goal if
you’re really serious about it. For affirmations, use positive language, write in first person, in the 'Now' as if it
has already happened, concise, specific, include an action word and/or a ‘feeling’ word. Examples include:






I am feeling exhilarated, agile and alive
I am confidently expressing myself openly and honestly.
I am attracting joy into my life
I am empowered by Reiki in the creation of a happier healthier life
I am empowered by Reiki to develop healthy friendships and relationships

While stating your intent or affirmation, say 'If this be possible within divine love and wisdom, so mote it be!'
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If we send out positive energy, we attract positive results back. This Law of Attraction is working with the
Universal life force. (https://www.jackcanfield.com/blog/practice-daily-affirmations/)

Other uses of distant healing
1. Send Reiki to yourself along your timeline to events or situations where you experienced pain or loss. This
can bring relief emotionally and remove blockages affecting you in the present. It can also allow more space
for a more positive future. You may even receive a message, acknowledgement or validation.
2. Send Reiki to Places, Situations and World events or disasters such as terrorist attacks, road, rail or air traffic
accidents, war zones, political situations.
3. Send Energy to Mother earth. It is only right to give something back as she provides all our basic needs.

For the time efficient, you can send energy regularly to multiple people and /or events and situations by:
4. Creating a Healing Book/Box.
One of the advantages to Reiki II over Reiki I is that you can continue the healing process for the client whether
they are there or not. In Distant healing there still requires intent to make the healing work. In using the Healing
Book technique, the Practitioner can continue to give healing without being aware that healing is taking place.
Add the names of people or situations with dates and times onto a piece of card or papers and place them in the
box or write them in a book. Try and set aside time each day to send Reiki energy to these names. Check it from
time to time and let your intuition guide you as to whether they need to be removed or not.
There is no limit to the amount of people who can be placed in the book other than space of course. The book
will begin to take on a special energy of it's own and 'thank you' letters and cards can be placed in the book
which also increases the power. A healing book can be constantly recharged by placing it on a bed of Amethyst
which recharges crystals. A large crystal is then placed on top of the book which will direct the healing
indefinitely. Because of the indefinite healing potential with the Healing book, many 'miracles' do seem to
happen. Most dramatic healings, including those pertaining to cancer, or so called incurables, have been healed
effectively by the use of a Healing Book.

5. Beaming
By using the Absentee Healing symbols, you can beam Reiki to
someone across a room.
The energy will go to where it is most needed, as the recipient will
be drawing only that amount of the Reiki they need at that time.

To beam the energy the practitioner must first draw the Distant
Symbol on each palm, then clap the hands together 3 times. This is
then followed in similar fashion by the Mental/Emotional Symbol and
covered by the Power Symbol (Hon – Sei – Cho). Beaming is then
directed to the subject by placing the palms towards the target area. A
steady flow out from the hands is normally experienced. It is often found that after a short time a 'pulsing' is felt
and a general raising of body warmth experienced.
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Zapping – when you use the Distant symbol, you can zap people or
situations from afar. Imagine your hand or finger is a laser gun and beam
Reiki where it is needed.

The Magician (tarot cards) - a simple way to send Reiki is in the Magician
position. Hold one of your hands in the direction you wish to send the Reiki and the
other pointing down towards the earth.

What to do when you don't feel Reiki in your hands

Beaming Exercise
Have a person who has experienced Reiki stand still with their eyes closed. Place your hands on their chest and
allow the Reiki to flow. Instruct the person to indicate that they are feeling the flow by raising their right hand,
when they feel the flow and to drop it when the flow reduces.
When they are indicating the flow, begin to slowly walk backwards away from the person until they indicate that
the flow has stopped.
You will normally find yourself between 1-2 metres away from the person. This is the extent of the energy field
of the person and shows the boundaries and limitations of Reiki I.
Now draw the symbols on both hands starting with the Distant, followed by Mental/Emotional, and Power,
clapping three times after each symbol to empower them.
Try the exercise again. You will find that the energy continues to flow regardless of how far away you are. The
target person will usually feel an increase in heat. On many occasions’ students report that the energy remains
even after the person beaming stops the exercise. This proves that Reiki is received, not given.
Should the flow stop, or decrease during the exercise, the person beaming should draw another Power symbol in
the air and manifest it by tapping the air three times. This increases the student's will and intent which in tum
increases the power of the Reiki.
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Additional Non-Traditional Reiki Symbols


The 3 traditional symbols cover every eventuality.



There are several non-traditional Reiki symbols which have specific
purposes and can be used in conjunction with the other 3 symbols.



The additional symbols are not a necessity. It is recommended the
practitioner use the symbols and decide for themselves whether they
want to incorporate them into their Reiki practice.

Reversed Cho-Ku-Rei
This symbol is drawn clockwise unlike the traditional Usui CKR which is drawn
anticlockwise.
When used together, the two CKRs are similar to the double helix found in DNA.
The clockwise CKR connects with heaven while the anti-clockwise CKR connects
with earth.
It is used for grounding, manifesting goals, and creating priorities so you can focus
on what you need to do. It’s good to end a treatment using the Kriya symbol (CKR
+ RCKR) on a client's legs to ground their energy.

The Zonar

This symbol represents infinity, timeless, ageless, perpetual, and eternal. It is
drawn as the letter Z with the last stroke rising up into the infinity sign drawn 3
times across the centre of the Z.
Used for Past Life Issues, Karmic or inter dimensional problems that are difficult
to define. Often there are problems and issues manifesting in the present life that
are leftover remnants from a previous life or lives.
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The Harth
This is the symbol for love, truth, beauty and harmony.
Used to dissolve unconscious negative patterns
Clears and opens the channels to higher consciousness. Often known as the
Master symbol as it is used in some initiation ceremonies by the Reiki Master.
All strokes are from left to right, top to bottom. This symbol is wonderful for
helping heal relationships of all kinds. It also works well with developing good
habits, working on addictions, developing compassionate action and for
contacting spiritual beings.

The Tibetan Fire Serpent
Represents the Ki energy travelling up the spine from
the root chakra.
Used for spinal and back problems and is said to be good
for menopause.
The Fire Dragon’s surging upward spiral of energy
cleanses and joins the chakras.
This symbol is often used during the attunement
ceremony. It can be drawn to help awaken the Kundalini as well. Use this symbol drawn starting at the crown
going down to the root or starting at the root going up to the crown chakra. This is a great symbol to help those
who struggle to maintain balance in their chakras because it helps to align them simultaneously.

The Johre
The Johre symbolizes white light.
Used to release blockages, for protection and to
transfer healing white light.
This symbol feels very gentle and loving.
I like to use this symbol for clients who need
emotional healing as well as those who are looking to
develop their spiritual gifts. I like to draw this symbol
over the crown chakra at the beginning of the treatment, place it in the heart chakra for emotional issues, and seal
the client with it at the end of the treatment as I set my intentions that Reiki continues to flow for as long as it is
needed and wrap them up with the healing energy of this symbol. This symbol is difficult to draw so try to project
the symbol from your third eye chakra. Draw from top to bottom as shown.
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The Ren So Mai

Pronounced LEN SO MY, this symbol represents pure
unconditional love and is used for emotional problems
and situations.
The symbol is normally placed over the heart chakra.
Because of the loving energy of this symbol, it is great
for grief and healing past traumas.

The Raku
This symbol is used for grounding and can be used at the end of each
Reiki treatment session.
Also used to close the connection between teacher and student after
attunements.
Similar to a lightning stroke, it focuses and grounds (brings into the
earth) energy.
If you are an Empath, this symbol is wonderful at discharging other
people's energy that you have picked up so you don't take it on as your
own. It is a quick cleansing technique that allows you to take action preventing unwanted energetic cords from
attaching.

The OM
OM is a Sanskrit symbol used for protection, healing and
meditation and by different Eastern spiritual practices,
including yoga. Om represents the sound of the universe and
is frequently chanted. It sounds like “ah-oh-mm” or “aum.”
Listening to or chanting the sound “om” helps to connect
spiritually.
Best used at the Crown Chakra at the beginning of a
treatment to open them up to unlimited possibilities.
REMINDER:
Always use the CHO-KU-REI symbol to activate all the other symbols
Always intone the name of the symbols 3 times, whether drawn or projected.
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A Reiki Practitioners Guide
When treating others, it helps to understand some of the more common processes we will all experience
such as loss or grief. Reiki is one of the best healing treatments for grief.
The Seven Stages of Grief
1. Shock and denial. This is a state of disbelief and numbed feelings.
2. Pain and guilt. You may feel that the loss is unbearable and that you’re making other people’s lives harder
because of your feelings and needs.
3. Anger and bargaining. You may lash out, telling God or a higher power that you’ll do anything they ask
if they’ll only grant you relief from these feelings.
4. Depression. This may be a period of isolation and loneliness during which you process and reflect on the
loss.
5. The upward turn. At this point, the stages of grief like anger and pain have died down, and you’re left in
a more calm and relaxed state.
6. Reconstruction and working through. You can begin to put pieces of your life back together and carry
forward.
7. Acceptance and hope. This is a very gradual acceptance of the new way of life and a feeling of possibility
in the future.

Preparing for Reiki Treatments
Full reiki treatment video (17 mins)

Full Reiki alternative hand positions (15 mins)

The Environment


Room should be energetically cleared (burn white sage or incense and
state the intention to cleanse the room of all negative energies, negative
entities and negative thought forms)



Ensure no interruptions



Add plants and/or crystals to the area (on or near treatment area)



Use incense or essential oils to create a calm ambience



Play calm ambient background music



Have spare pillows and blanket handy



Have a box of tissues available

The Practitioner


What to say in the first Reiki session

Have an energy cleansing and a centring technique ready to use before each session
(any visualisation in which you see yourself surrounded by light works well. You may wish to call on
Archangel Michael and his Blue Cloak of protection. Wear black crystal bead bracelet to absorb negative
energies as they leave the client. Use your breath to centre yourself and be fully present)



If doing a medical history, have your paperwork prepared
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Remove all jewellery and tight clothing



Avoid alcohol 24 hours before treatment



Ensure you smell fresh and clean, no strong perfumes



Wash hands before treatment



Place hands together in the Praying Hands position before beginning the treatment to centre your energy



Hold your hands in each position for 3-5 mins



If client feels pain or discomfort, ask them if they wish to proceed or abort. It may indicate a healing release
coming



If you choose to call in your spirit guides at the beginning, thank them for their assistance at the end of the
session after clearing your energy

The Client
Seated Reiki Positions video (7 mins)
Do not treat a person with a pacemaker or who suffers from diabetes mellitus. Treatment can impact
pacemaker rhythm and/or insulin levels.

 Always greet the client calmly, discuss their expectations and answer their questions.
Explain to client that any one of these reactions is normal
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

A hot/cold sensation
See colours
Past life flashes
Involuntary movements
Fall asleep
Itchiness

Emotional responses
Rumbling stomach
Memory flashes
Pins & needles
Sense your hands moving
No reaction at all



Make sure that the details are clear and mutually agreed upon if some form of exchange is involved.



Have your client remove their shoes and jewellery. Comfortable clothes are recommended.



Ask the client to lie down on a massage table, bench, couch, chair or even the floor if that is comfortable for
both of you.



Invoke your guides and angel for assistance and guidance. This is a personal choice. Reiki will work
without any spiritual additions. Here is an example of an invocation:
‘I call on my angels and spirit guides, Reiki masters, ascended masters, ancestors and benevolent beings
of the fifth realm and above, to please assist me with channelling Reiki for the highest good of all
concerned and in divine right order, so mote it be.”

 Cleanse and harmonise your client’s aura before and after treatment.
With fingers close together, run your hands from crown to feet of the client in a slow smooth motion, 1st time
laying hands gently down arms & legs, 2nd time barely touching client, 3rd time hands above the client. Do this 3
times to clean the aura and remove any superficial energy build ups. A selenite crystal can also be used.
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The Reiki Practitioner Checklist
(Please read in conjunction with First Degree notes)
Preparing the room to treat a client






Clear negative energy
Raise vibration of the room by using Cho-Ku-Rei symbol – draw the symbol on the walls, ceiling, floor,
healing couch, crystals and candles.
Prepare calm Reiki meditation music
Dim the lights and ensure there is a spare blanket and pillow for comfort.
Read any prior notes you may have made about the client prior to this session if this is a repeat session

Prior to the client's arrival:




Centre, Clear, Protect yourself
Set the healing space, providing a quiet and restful space for the healing to take place within.
Ensure any paperwork, notes or receipts are ready in advance

Prior to healing:





Project the Cho-Ku-Rei symbol onto the third eye of the client on arrival to relax and prepare them for
treatment
Call on the masters, teachers, guides, guardians, and all those who need to participate in the sharing for
everyone's healing and wish to be present.
Allow your client to set a conscious intent for the use of the energy, this is in addition to and over above
everything else.
Draw the symbols on your hands and Visualize the symbols entering the client through each chakra.

During the healing:



Scan the client’s aura and use intuition to sense problems or blockages. You may notice a temperature
variation or drawn to a particular area.
Use positive affirmations on specific treatments such as addictions or for an outcome of an event. Ask
the clients to silently intone the affirmation during treatment while you also intone the same affirmation
on each chakra. Use Sei-Hei-Ki and focus on the 3rd eye chakra or write the affirmation on a piece of
paper, get the client to hold it during treatment and keep it close to them.

Upon completion of healing:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Thank any guides you called in to assist
Scan and clear the client’s aura from crown to feet three times
Give the client time to come back to a conscious state of awareness before they pay and leave.
Check in with the client, discuss the treatment and accept an exchange if relevant.

After your client has departed:






Clear Ground and Protect yourself
Wash hands
Have a drink of water
Clear any residual negative energy left in the room
Still and prepare yourself for whatever is next on your agenda.
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Ethics


Ask permission prior to treating anyone.



Maintain confidentiality.



Respectfully maintain boundaries regarding touch. Do not touch private areas.
Clients do not need to remove clothes for Reiki.



Never promise a healing, diagnosis or suggest that the client alter their
medication.



Ensure you have permission from a parent or guardian when working with children

Ethics when using distant healing methods


When performing distant Reiki healing, your intuition or imagination is particularly useful because you
won’t receive instant feedback directly from the recipient during the session.



Where possible, try and obtain the permission of the recipient or a close family member of the recipient to
channel the Reiki to maintain the ethical practice and integrity. When in doubt, give! Let the Higher Self
decide whether it should receive it or not.



If someone makes an urgent request on behalf of someone else, use your intuition to decide whether to
proceed or not. If the person does not want or need the energy, you can always state in your intention to pass
the energy to someone else who needs the energy if rejected by the intended recipient.



Always end the session by cleansing the recipient’s aura and grounding them. Then wash your hands,
ground yourself and then thank your guides and the Reiki for participating in the session.



Never judge, either your ability as a Healing channel, or the power of Reiki by your results, positive or
otherwise. If you always give with a free heart, free of ego or expectations, you are achieving to the highest.



The practitioner must always adopt the attitude that if the client gets better, it was always meant to be, but if
the client gets worse, it was always meant to be.

The Exchange Issue

In your healing journey you will no doubt encounter the two differing
philosophies: The belief that people only value what they pay for versus the
belief that spiritual energies are a gift from God and must be given freely.
Each person must work out their own personal values on this issue. Avoid
passing judgement and honour the journey of others whilst living your own
truth. If you start out giving family and friends free Reiki, be aware that you
may set the expectation that it is free forever and you could be very busy doing Reiki for years and make no
income for all your time.
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Tools of the trade
Pendulum – a pointed crystal on a chain can be used to give you a visual of which chakras are blocked. The
pendulum should swing in a clockwise circle over the chakra if the chakra is healthy. You can ask the pendulum
for the answer and send your Reiki healing energy accordingly.
Reiki crystal wand (generator) – point the crystal pointed end 2-3 inches above the blocked chakra & rotate
clockwise to unblock.
Selenite wand – a long piece of selenite crystal can be used to cleanse your aura and the client’s aura prior and
post treatment. Simply sweep 6 inches away from your body or above the client from crown to feet 3 times.
Visualisation – to unblock a chakra you can visualise the chakra colour on a rotating clock face and visualise it
spinning clockwise.
Coloured crystals – a coloured crystal equivalent to the chakra colour can be placed either under the treatment
table in the correct positions or on top of the client on each equivalent chakra. Ensure
you know your colours and chakras for this exercise. You can also wear black crystal
or amethyst bracelets on your wrist or ring to protect you from negative energy.
Talisman - Talisman pendants are an ancient tool used to
help the practitioner to attune the Universal Life Force
with the harmony of the setting and the metaphysical
properties of the stones. The result is a pendant of high energy and focus. You will
find these to be energizing and refreshing to wear or use. They direct the energy to the
heart.
Hand Balm and Aromatic candles – Aromatic hand creams/oils are used by
practitioners to help calm their mind and that of the client. The smell of the hands will be the first thing the client
will sense when they close their eyes and the practitioner places their hands over the face. Aromatic candles are
used to create a relaxing and pleasant atmosphere in the room.
Energy Flow – Left and Right side of Body
Purely from an energy point of view, the left side of the body is seen as the feminine side, that takes in and receives
energy (positive and negative) and nurtures and the right side is the male side and sends out energy and activates.
Therefore you would remove blocked energy using the left hand and add good energy with the right hand. When
using crystal wands to clear chakras or blocked energy, spin the wand anti clockwise with the left hand. When
filling up this chakra with positive healing energy after removing the old energy, use the right hand and spin the
wand clockwise.
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How Blocked Chakras May Present
Chakra is a Sanskrit word meaning “wheels” because the 7 chakras of the human body are like energy wheels of
colour and light that spin around. As we know, modern medicine does not consider the 7 chakras of the human
body when treating diseases. The main chakra system consists of seven energy wheels that spin and spread energy
in the environment that surrounds the body. These wheels also take energy from the outside world and distribute
it to the blood, the main glands, the organs and the nervous centres. Practically, the 7 chakras help certain parts of
the body to function properly.
Our thoughts, feelings and attitudes directly affect the chakra system and they can shrink or even completely block
the energy flow of a chakra to certain areas of the body. It depends on the way we look at the obstacles in life and
the way we deal with challenges. For example, if we have been repeatedly hurt in romantic relationships, our
operating mode can be based on the belief that “love is a poisoned apple”, so we will stop the energy or vital force
to the heart chakra. After years of working in this pattern of habits, the heart can no longer receive the vital energy
it needs. This energy deprivation creates an abnormal energy flow which, over time, can lead to a physical disorder,
such as a heart disease. Emotional sufferings such as “heavy hearts” can create a severe blockage of energy in this
chakra and lead to a poor functioning of the heart. So let’s have a brief look at the 7 chakras, at what they represent,
how imbalances can affect them and how healing specific chakras can effectively treat some diseases:

Chakra

1. The Root
Chakra

2. Sacral
Chakra

3. Solar
Plexus
Chakra

Function

Emotional issues

Physical issues

Healing exercise

The Root Chakra is
our foundation and
the feeling of being
connected to earth,
grounded.

Survival problems
such as money or
food. An imbalanced
Root Chakra can
cause great
insecurity, irritability
and obsession
towards materialistic
aspects.

From a physical
standpoint,
constipation,
anaemia or bladder
dysfunction may be
some of the
symptoms of a weak
Root Chakra.

Yoga & meditation,
bare feet on the
ground, eat red
foods, wearing
black or red crystals
and stones.

The Sacral
Chakra represents
our connection and
the ability to accept
other people and
new experiences.

Sentiment of
abundance, wellbeing, pleasure,
sexuality. An energy
imbalance could
cause sex
addiction, emotional
detachment, and an
inclination towards
unhealthy and risky
behaviours.

A dysfunctional
Sacral Chakra can
also significantly
impact the
reproductive system,
leading to urinary
infections, lower
back pain or
gynaecological
issues.

Tai Chi,
aromatherapy, yoga
& meditation,
energy healing, eat
orange foods, wear
orange crystals.

The Solar Plexus
Chakra governs our
ability to be selfconfident and to
control our own
lives.

Traumatic
experiences can block
the proper function of
this chakra, causing
eating disorders,
sense of
perfectionism
and criticism towards
people or the self.

Digestive issues. As
a general rule, a
tailored, soothing
diet will treat the
digestive
dysfunctions.

Reiki therapy,
meditation and diet
full of yellow foods,
slippery elm, wear
yellow crystals and
surrounding
yourself with
positive people
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Chakra

Function

Emotional issues

Physical issues

Healing exercise

The Heart
Chakra influences
our ability to love
and the altruistic
aspirations.

An energetic
disequilibrium in this
chakra tends to be
ruled by their
emotions, but they
also present a high
tolerance to the point
of neglecting
themselves.
Additionally, they
accept every
situation or
behaviour due to
their lack of setting
boundaries and selfidentity.

May include high blood
pressure or heart
palpitations, long term
issues lead to heart
disease.

Bikram Yoga
and socialisation.
Energy healing to
open the heart.
Alternatively,
meditation should take
place in green spaces
like parks as the
colour green is highly
beneficial, eat green
foods, wear green
crystals.

The Throat Chakra
has to do with our
ability to
communicate.

Poor communication,
arrogance, gossips,
secrets. This
miscommunication
can lead to
depression, anxiety,
and low self-esteem.

Laryngitis, earache or
neck pain.

Cleanse
energy through
singing or sound
therapy. Meditation is
also a great form of
therapy as one can
regain confidence and
faith. Eat blue foods,
wear blue crystals.

The Third Eye
Chakra governs our
ability to focus,
think and make
decisions. It also
regulates our sleep
and wake time.

Refusal of
spirituality, poor
clarity of a situation,
poor concentration.

Insomnia, migraines,
sinusitis, poor vision.

Adjustments of
lifestyle and
relaxation. Meditation,
more sleep,
acupuncture or Reiki.
Foetus posture or other
types of yoga
poses with bending
forward. Exercises for
the eyes. Treatment
with herbaceous oil.
Wear indigo crystals.

The highest of the 7
chakras represents
our ability to be
fully connected
spiritually.
The Crown
Chakra is linked to
wisdom, inner and
outer beauty, our
connection to
spirituality, pure
happiness.

Obsessive
attachment/belief in
spirituality, closedmindedness, living in
fantasy rather
connected with the
self and reality.

A blockage in the
Crown Chakra can cause
chronic fatigue,
boredom, greed,
neurological disorders
or migraines.

Meditation, running or
cardio exercises. Eat
purple foods, wear
purple crystals.

4. The
Heart
Chakra

5. Throat
Chakra

6. The
Third
Eye
Chakra

7. The
Crown
Chakra
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Additional Hand Positions for Everyday Complaints
While full body treatments are ideal, some positions are helpful with certain conditions or symptoms.
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Self-Healing Techniques
Remember….


These are only Guidelines



There is no right or wrong way



Reiki will always go where it is needed!



Reiki can be combined with any other healing discipline



The body and mind is an early warning system. Reiki helps us communicate with the body/mind and
release the blockages and destructive emotions. It takes a lot of focus and trust in your intuition to guide
you to the problem areas.



As you release the emotional blockages and residues you feel a new sense of peace and well-being.
Remember to heal yourself first, then your family, then your friends and others. A little Reiki practice is
better than none.

Guided self healing video 20 mins
Guided self healing video 20 mins (9 positions)
The focusing Technique for Self-Healing (healing past issues)
Get comfortable. Close eyes. Focus on breathing. Begin a normal Reiki treatment from
position 1 to 7. When you have finished working on the heart chakra, rest both hands across
the chest covering the heart.
Imagine a microscopic version of yourself underneath your hands. Allow this image to
travel all over the body looking for any aches or pains. Repeat if necessary.
If you find a pain, thank that part of the body that has come to talk. What colour is it, what
shape is it? If it could speak, what would be the one word it would say? Focus on the word
‘sad’. Ask the word when it first entered your body. This may invoke a memory. Continue the conversation with
this part of the body until you have resolved the problem, emotion or issue. Use the Reiki symbols to heal this
area.
This is an extremely powerful technique. If emotional issues are too painful to face, you can write the issue down
and either burn it or send Reiki (the full Reiki sandwich) to heal and remove the emotional and physical pain.
This technique can be adapted and used to heal other also.
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The Timeline Reiki Technique (manifesting future dreams)
This technique is based on a mix of Reiki and NLP (neuro linguistic programming). It allows you to travel into
your future and create the life you want for yourself.
Get comfortable. Close eyes. Focus on breathing. Begin a normal Reiki treatment from position 1 to 7. When you
have finished working on the heart chakra, rest both hands across the chest covering the heart.
Focus your awareness towards crown chakra. Imagine a small opening appear and see yourself floating upward
and hovering just above your body.
Look down and visualise your timeline, it may appear as a line
of images with the past images stretching out behind you and
future in front. If the timeline has ended before you can see that
you have reached old age or achieved your full potential, project
the Full Reiki Sandwich onto your timeline. Take hold of the
timeline and stretch it out to add longevity, wellbeing and a rich
fulfilling future.
Look back on your timeline and review your life.
Are you satisfied with how you led your life? Did you reach
your full potential? Did you make a worthwhile contribution to this world? Did you live life to the full?
Would you like to change anything about your life?
If you find a part of the timeline you would like to change, project the Full Reiki Sandwich onto that part. Visualise
the Reiki wisdom dissolving the unwanted part of your timeline and replacing it with a new positive enriching and
fulfilling part.
Look back again along your timeline and feel, imagine, visualise a happier more fulfilling future. Surround your
timeline with a guiding light of Reiki. Look at the old person you will become. Notice the future has a gift for
you….it may be words of wisdom or something important to you on a personal level. Take the gift and give thanks
to your future self for this gift. Take a moment to really appreciate what you have received.
Gently float along to the present time and send Reiki back to the past and ahead to the future on the timeline.
Gently float back down and place the gift you received into your heart chakra. Complete the remaining self-healing
hand positions. Gently bring yourself back to awareness. Give thanks to your microscopic self for going on the
timeline mission.
Clarity of purpose, sustained over time, always produces results. Your entire life is being created by your state
of mind. You have the ability to change your state of mind. By healing your self image as well as your attitudes,
values and beliefs, your will transform your life. If you want to know what is going on within your subconscious
mind then carefully look at what is going on in your outer world. If there are people in your life you do not like
for instance then accept responsibility for attracting them instead of blaming them for holding you back. Moving
from a position of victim to a position of true power is the key. The next step is to then forgive the people in your
life you don’t like. This way you forgive those parts of yourself that attracted them in the first place. As your
attitude towards them changes, so does your self image. The next step then is to take full charge of your life by
following your dreams.
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Animal Reiki Techniques
Animals are very receptive to Reiki energy and it is a very effective therapy for them. They are more sensitive to
energy than humans. As an advanced Reiki Practitioner, we now have the tools and techniques to further develop
our use of Reiki techniques on animals. Animal Reiki is an extremely popular and rewarding niche that more Reiki
practitioners are embracing.
You can help family pets as well as other animals recover from illness, disease, through labour and to heal from
past neglect or abuse. Reik benefits for animals video (5 mins)

When should Reiki be used?
When they are ill, young or old, traumatised, grieving, moving to a new home, new owners, displaced, lost,
displaying depression or other behavioural disorders, dying or distressed. Even if you do not know what the
problem is, you can still use Reiki to help. Animals relax quickly in response to this loving energy and they are
more receptive to this energy than humans. When you help the animal, you are often helping the owners too as
animal lovers often treat their pet like their own children and also get distressed when their ‘baby’ is suffering.

Building Rapport and Communicating with Animals
Animals like humans respond differently to Reiki depending on their personality,
illness, how well they know and trust you. There are a few indicators which will signal
whether it is safe to perform Reiki as follows:
1. Approach any animal in a slow and respectful manner when starting Reiki. Hover
your hands above the pet and only gradually lay hands on the animal when you
intuitively feel it is responding positively. Watch for a change in breathing. If
breathing does not slow, then continue to beam the energy from a distance. Break up
the session if you need to. Work on the spine to relax the animal first.
2. When treating large or exotic animals, it is best to start by beaming or performing distant Reiki from
anywhere to the animal first. It will get familiar with your energy this way and help build the trust over
time. Your intention should be for the highest level of healing for the animal. Ask the animal in your
mind for permission for the treatment. Be clear about why you are treating this animal.
3. An animal may bark, growl, fly, hiss, buck or run away as a way of telling you it doesn’t want to be
touched. If this happens and you know the animal is sick or in pain, then treat the animal by using distant
Reiki or the zapping or beaming techniques.
4. An animal may let you perform Reiki for a while and then shift positions or look at you funny. Move your
hands a few inches above the body, scan the aura and continue treatment if you feel it is required.
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5. An animal may tell you it wants Reiki by coming near you when you are giving Reiki to yourself or
someone else. This is often the case with larger animals like horses.
6. When in rapport with an animal, it may move itself to where the Reiki is most needed. If the animal starts
moving or fidgeting, just keep your hands in the same position just above the body while it adjusts itself.
When it stops moving, gently place your hands on the animal and
continue with treatment.
7. If at any time you sense a change in the mood or energy or you are
concerned for your own safety, continue sending the Reiki from a
safe distance. The animals will sense your positive loving energy
towards it and respond accordingly.
8. For larger animals like horses and dogs, a few people can perform
Reiki simultaneously sending much love and healing at once.
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In Summary - Traditional Reiki Symbols – Reiki Level 2

Cho-Ku-Rei
The Power Symbol
a.
b.
c.
d.

Empower other
symbols
Clear negative energy
Protection
Seal energy leakages

Hon-Sha-Ze-Sho-Nen
The Distance Symbol
a.

Sei-Hei-Ki

b.

The Mental/Emotional
Symbol

c.

a. Relief of conditions

Send Reiki to
people far away
Beam energy
across a room
Send energy to
past present or
future

with mental/emotional
basis
b. Addictions,
c. Improve memory
d. Enhance affirmations &
relationships

Our sorrows and wounds are healed only when we touch
them with compassion. – Buddha
Reiki is a key to unlocking the beautiful light that is within you. May you be a channel for light, love
and healing in your world. Well done for completing the second degree of Usui Reiki.

Always your Reiki Master, you can contact me E: lisakelly68@yahoo.co.uk or Mb: 0452 206 399

I will
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